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Abstract: A bandwidth enhanced multilayer Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG) structure to reduce 

the simultaneous switching noise (SSN) in high frequency operating circuits, which useful for the 

satellite communication application, is presented in this paper. A proposed stack structure is 

mathematically analyzed by the dispersion method and transmission matrix method. Simulation 

results show good mitigation of SSN in scattering parameters and signal integrity in terms of eye 

diagrams. We have also checked for power integrity analysis using self-impedance. The proposed 

structure gives a good SSN suppression at -30 dB from 817 MHz to 26.32 GHz, around 25.50 GHz 

bandwidth and also reduces the cavity mode resonance within the stopband range. The proposed 

multilayer structure is compared with planar EBG plane and reference board. It is also compared 

with published results. 

Keywords: Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG) structures; Simultaneous Switching Noise (SSN); 

Signal Integrity (SI); Power Integrity (PI) 

 

1. Introduction  

In the most recent technological advancements, the creation of high frequency operating 

multilayer printed circuit boards have received considerable attention. It offers a dependable and 

economical manufacturing technique that efficiently realizes passive planar components, power 

https://dx.doi.org/10.3934/electreng.2023021
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buses and high-speed interconnects. Structures are employed in a variety of electronic applications, 

such as high-speed digital, analogue and microwave circuits. A sizable amount of multilayer PCB 

technology has been developed for high-speed circuit design for power processing [1]. Additionally, 

it was developed for mixed-signal devices that can fit onto a small space on PCBs, which often 

exchange metal traces and planes, as opposed to high-speed PCBs that require numerous layers. 

However, the signal and power integrity issues continue to be more difficult despite the design 

advancements in the usage of numerous layers and device placement.  

Present-day mixed-signal systems are particularly susceptible to simultaneous switching noise 

(SSN) on the signal and ground planes because they combine high-speed CPUs, RF circuits and 

analogue components onto just one multilayer printed circuit board. The ground and signal layers are 

affected by the SSN that digital switching components emit. It greatly reduces system performance, 

which lowers the noise margin and lowers sensitivity. As a result of recent advancements in digital 

devices’ operational frequencies with different data rates, SSN spectral contents now cover a wide 

frequency range for mixed mode applications [1,2]. Due to continuous increases in data rate and 

clock frequency, a significant problem of SSN, is becoming more of an issue for higher frequency 

applications. In high-speed printed circuit boards, a voltage fluctuation known as simultaneous 

switching noise is an effect of resonance in the cavity mode in signal planes [2,3]. Power integrity 

and signal integrity are hampered by resonance modes on the ground and power planes. High-speed 

circuits and PCBs also frequently experience issues with electromagnetic interference. According to 

studies, signal and power integrity issues have effects on both the temporal and voltage domains. 

Therefore, it is essential for electronics systems to ensure signal and power integrity. It may reduce 

the effect of noise [4‒6] by adjusting the time of the system. 

Simultaneous switching noise is reduced by High Impedance Surfaces (HIS), such as 

Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG). EBG has been discovered to be useful in many applications, 

because of its special wave attenuation properties. Periodic patches in the form of mushrooms are 

present in EBG designs, and the patches are connected to the ground using vias [7]. Wide band gaps 

for high-speed circuits have been proposed using hybrid EBG structures, which integrate multiple 

designs [8–11]. The use of mixed combination EBG structures, which combine two or more 

structures, have been proposed for high-speed circuits [11–14]. Electromagnetic bandgap structures 

are widely used because of their miniature size, which is advantageous for bandgap spectrum 

enhancement by mitigating their power noise effect at GHz range frequencies. Many planar EBG 

designs [15–20] are used to reduce the effect of electromagnetic compatibility from printed circuit 

boards. The attenuation reduction in fast speeds design is accomplished via a succession of patches 

fastened to several types of meander lines and bridges [21–25]. From the published review 

mentioned above, it is clear that SSN attenuation and band expansion are receiving increased 

attention. 

The majority of planar EBG structure research that focuses on enlarging the bandgap or the 

EBG layer is always worked as an outside multilayer by some operation. The ordinary filtering 

function of the planar EBG used as an internal layer cannot be assured when particular design 

changes fail to occur. When buried in the stack-up, the EBG layer is frequently sandwiched between 

two ground plates. The requisite bandgap is not provided by the top cavity or the lower cavity 

associated with used configuration. The modes of the two solid plates may be observed inside the 

appropriate bandgap as a result of noise coupling that takes place between the two cavities through 

the EBG layer gaps. By preventing the resonances of the two solid planes cavities, the filtering 

capabilities connected to the top and lower cavities can be recovered. A band gap effect can be 

produced by connecting the two solid ground planes using vias. In order to create a ring that is 
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circular in shape around the vias, the EBG layer separates the patches from the vias [16,17]. 

Even though EBG structures are currently in use, they are not appropriate for power noise 

reduction at the lower frequency limits due to their lower frequency flow, which often uses more from 

higher frequency ranges. The flow of present EBG structures must be reduced without impacting the 

suppression in order to bandwidth enhancement encompassing the lower frequency limits. In 

multilayer PCBs, broad reduction of power/ground noise has been achieved using EBG 

configurations but not with lower limit of flow. Stepped impedance (SI) structures are the foundation 

of one of the basic configurations of EBG structures [17–20]. Stepped impedance EBG structures 

have been the focus of numerous investigations due to its simple design and broad stopband with 

significant suppression level. The goal is to decrease flow in lower frequency limits with proper EBG 

unit cells. The objective of using appropriate EBG cells is to reduce flow in lower frequency 

limitations. 

In this paper, a rectangular EBG unit cell is designed to broaden the reduction of SSN linking 

with low flow. It is suggested a stepped impedance (SI) multilayer EBG structure, low pass filters 

with multiple lines of exceptionally high and low specific impedance will be used by SI. These filters 

are called stepped-impedance filters, High-Impedance (H-I) filters or Low-Impedance (L-I) filters 

and are used because they are simpler to design and need less space. The topmost signal layer and 

internal signal layers of the signal planes in the structure are connected upright by the metal patches 

to produce a maximum impedance called H-I patch and a minimum impedance is called L-I patch in 

the suggested multilayer design. The H-I and L-I patches with the SI design are connected through 

via upright from other layers, the suggested design offers substantial branch inductance in contrast to 

the planar two-dimensional EBG structure and reference plane. The SSN reduction bandwidth was 

then improved using rectangular patch design EBG cell size, which resulted in a decrease in flow. Our 

main idea of this paper is to design a multilayer structure using a step impedance technique, which 

has advantages of broad stopband, high suppression level and simplified broad connections. If one of 

the two surfaces is etched appropriately, a series of rectangular patches connected by thin 

bridges/vias can be produced, altering the resonance behavior of the mentioned perfect cavity. Due to 

the forced conduction of current through the bridges/vias, the changing geometry has an impact on 

the electromagnetic field inside the cavity at the resonant frequencies. This effect affects the 

downshifted resonant frequencies, shown as the operation principle for a suggested design. It is 

observed that the flow value starts at 817 MHz and that the considerable stopband addition occurs 

between 817 MHz and 26.32 MHz. This frequency range is suitable for microwave applications 

including microwave ovens, digital television broadcasting, satellite systems and radar transmitters. 

2. Proposed bandwidth enhanced multilayer EBG design based on the step impedance 

method 

The following subsections describe design and full wave simulation of the proposed multilayer 

EBG structure utilizing a wide stopband for SSN mitigation. 

2.1. Proposed bandwidth enhanced multilayer EBG design 

EBG structures have a greater bandgap and demonstrate permeability-negative behavior at 

frequencies above their resonant frequencies. It is supposed that a parallel plate waveguide has a 

thinner dielectric layer compared to its width and length. Helmholtz equations are used to calculate 

resonance frequencies [21,22]. 
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where ‘p’ is length of assumed structure, ‘q’ is width of assumed structure and ‘c’, 𝜖𝑟 and 𝜇𝑟 are 

permittivity velocities. In general patch and substrate provide minimum impedance whereas substrate 

and branch provide maximum impedance. It is possible to determine characteristics impedance 

by [23], 
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 η𝑑

𝑊
 

𝐿

𝐶
 (2.2)  

where, ‘W’ is patch width, ‘d’ is the dielectric thickness, ‘L’ is a patch and other plate inductance. ‘C’ 

is a branch and other plate capacitance and ‘𝜂’ is FR4 internal impedance. This establishes a 

stopband in the desired frequency range. 
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Initial frequency (flow) and higher frequency limit (fhigh) determination is done by the equation 

(2.3) and (2.4) for mode 1, 

𝑓𝑖𝑔 =
1

2

𝑐

 µ𝑟. 𝜖𝑟

𝑍0

𝑊
 (2.4)  

When the starting low frequency of the bandgap has a mode value of (zero, one), the patch 

dimensions are calculated [24] using Eq (2.4). The impacts of length and breadth variations, as well 

as the likelihood of reaching a greater bandgap, are used to determine the branch dimensions. 

 

Figure 1. Unit cell design with dimensions. 

The reference plane (without EBG) is more susceptible to being affected by simultaneous 

switching noise. It is also designed without an EBG reference plane with the same dimensions, for 

correct comparison of suggested design. Proposed multilayer structure is designed with a stepped 

impedance method and with a rectangular shape patch. The suggested EBG structure is made of six 

periodic power plane layers with metal patches connected upright with the other layer patch and 

there is an alternate complete ground layer. Rectangular shaped designed unit cell with length of the 

patch is 16 mm and width of patch is 13 mm. Each patch is connected with branch connections at the 

left and right side, branch length is 2 mm and the branch width is 1 mm in dimensions. The distance 

between H-I and L-I patches is 0.1 mm and for both H-I patches is 0.4 mm as depicted in Figure 1. 
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Figure 2. Patch connections through vias in stepped impedance technique (Ground via 

connections as well as ground plane are not shown). 

As shown in Figure 2, the H-I and L-I patches in the various layers are linked to one another by 

an upright connection of via with a branch made up of small structure on both the sides on the top 

and inner layers. Additionally, H-I patches are internally connected through via with different 

distances and layers. An FR-4 epoxy with a loss tangent (𝛿) of 0.02 and a relative permittivity (𝜖𝑟) of 

4.4 is used as a dielectric material. Ports are created as shown in Figure 3. The complete suggested 

multilayer structure with all the layers is in sink as shown in Figure 3. Ground vias are also present in 

original design but not mentioned in Figure 3 for the clear visualization of design. A common limit is 

set up to reduce simultaneous switching noise. High-frequency structure simulator (HFSS) by an 

Analysis System (ANSYS) performs the input-impedance and scattering characteristics as a 

frequency response [26]. 

 

Figure 3. Complete periodic structure with vias and all layer connections (ground vias 

are not shown). 
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Planar structure is designed for a better comparison with multilayer structure. For one voltage 

level, the structure in Figure 3 has a continuous layer, while the EBG designed plane is at another 

voltage level in two-dimension form. As seen in Figure 11 a, a top view of a 2 X 6 structure is 

depicted, with the top layer being a periodic structure, or EBG, and the base layer, being a 

continuous ground plane. The plane of ground and the EBG designed power plane are separated by a 

dielectric layer. FR-4 epoxy used as a dielectric material. Specially created ports make it simpler to 

check insertion loss. There are six rectangular patches that are linked together by branches, in a 

similar manner of proposed multilayer design as shown in Figure 3. The branches add more 

inductive impact, whereas patches add capacitive impact to the design, causing the stopband to 

broaden in the scattering parameters. To simulate the scattering parameter, the ANSYS High 

Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) is utilized [26]. The suggested multilayer design transmission 

coefficient (S21) is shown in Figure 4 and it provides a satisfactory stopband from 817 MHz to 

26.32 GHz frequency. It is also checked for comparison of reflection coefficient S11 and S22 of 

suggested design as in Figure 5. It also shows good agreement of both reflection coefficients.  

 

Figure 4. Transmission coefficient(S21) for suggested plane. 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of designed EBG reflection coefficients (S11 and S22). 
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3. Analysis of the dispersion diagram for a unit cell, with an equivalent diagram of the 

proposed structure 

In these sections, a unit cell simulation in the ANSYS HFSS eigenmode solution is shown for 

the purpose of conducting a dispersion diagram. The equivalent circuit for 1-D structure is designed 

for the calculations of dispersion equation with the help of ABCD parameters using the transfer 

matrix method [27]. 

3.1. A one-dimensional equivalent diagram of the suggested structure 

Extraction of the model of an equivalent circuit for the multilayer EBG design is an important 

step [25]. As depicted in Figure 6, an equivalent circuit is extracted to design a one-dimensional 

structure. The upright branch can be represented as an inductance via ‘Vib’ and branch ‘Lbr’ by 

combining the inductance of vias, as well as the branch inductance on the topmost and inner layers. 

The capacitance ‘Cr’ serves as a representation for the H-I and the associated ground plane. 

According to Figure 6, the capacitance ‘Cr’ represents the L-I patch and the ground plane 

capacitance. The patch has patch inductance ‘Lr’, divided in two parts with capacitance. 

 

Figure 6. Equivalent circuit for the suggested multilayer design. 

3.2. Dispersion analysis by eigenmode 

Dispersion analysis of the proposed structure using eigenmode and transmission matrix has been 

used in this work as given in [23]. The one-dimensional periodic single cell, illustrated in Figure 1, is 

considered for the analysis. A single cell is connected on both sides with branches and vias. The 

ground vias connections also exist in the work, but are not mention in the calculations. It is assumed 

a transmission line segment for the mathematical calculations. 

𝑇unit cel𝑙 =  
1 𝑍𝑣𝑖
0 1

  
1 𝑍𝑏𝑟
0 1

  
cos 𝑘𝑇 𝑗𝑍𝑜 sin 𝑘𝑇

𝑗𝑌𝑜 sin 𝑘𝑇 cos 𝑘𝑇
  

1 𝑍𝑏𝑟
0 1

  
1 𝑍𝑣𝑖
0 1

  (3.1)  

where, 𝑍𝑣𝑖 =  𝑗𝑤𝐿, Impedance of branch and via, 𝑘𝑇 is transmission line segment of phase delay, 

𝑘 = 2𝜋𝑓 µ𝜖 (3.2)  

where µ is permeability and 𝜖 permittivity of dielectric FR4. 𝑍𝑜  is impedance and 𝑌𝑜  is 

admittance of assumed segment, 𝑤 =  2 𝜋 𝑓, where 𝑓 is frequency. 
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Figure 7. ABCD matrix representation. 

The transmission matrix method uses ABCD parameters as in Figure 7, consider finite length 

transmission line, with input and output terminals in the form of voltage and current. Hence, the 

relation between input and output terminal and current and voltage vector is given below, 

𝑆21 =
2

𝐴 +
𝐵
𝑍𝑜

+ 𝐶 ∗ 𝑍𝑜 + 𝐷
 

(3.3)  

Equation 3.3 is shown scattering parameters in the form of ABCD matrix. 

 
𝑉𝑣
𝐼𝑣
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After some calculations obtained equations are, 

 
𝑉𝑣
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In this case, 𝛾 is equal to 𝛼 + 𝑗𝛽 as given in [30], 

 
𝑉𝑣
𝐼𝑣

 = 𝑒𝛾𝑡  
𝑉𝑣 + 1
𝐼𝑣 + 1

  (3.6)  

The final expression is obtained for the dispersion analysis, shown in Figure 8. A dispersion 

diagram for the equation is almost similar to the original dispersion diagram obtained from 

eigenmode simulation in the finite element software. The blue dotted plot indicates equation 

representation and the red solid graph shows the unit cell eigen plot. 

cos 𝑘𝑇 = cos 𝑘𝑇 −
2𝜋𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤

𝑍𝑜
sin 𝑘𝑇 (3.7)  

 

Figure 8. Dispersion diagram of a unit cell and implemented equation. 
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4. Analysis of signal integrity and power integrity capabilities for SSN reduction 

System performance can be analyzed using input impedance parameters and S-parameters. The 

input impedance (Z11) and scattering parameters (S21) in electromagnetic compatibility are necessary 

components for determining low impedance [28]. 

4.1. Analysis of signal integrity with SSN mitigation 

The suggested multilayer EBG plane does pretty well in decreasing SSN at higher frequencies. 

A lower-frequency threshold, reduction depth and reduction bandwidth are requirements for SSN 

mitigation. It is demonstrated that noise reduction works well in the MHz to 30 GHz frequency band 

when utilizing the full wave simulator for scattering parameters. The ground and power plane H-I 

and L-I patch and via connections of the proposed EBG plane behave like a parallel plate waveguide. 

Comparative simulation results are represented as without EBG solid plane, two-dimensional 

planar structure and suggested multilayer EBG design. The results of the simulations demonstrate 

that, as compared to a solid plane and planar structure with a proposed multilayer design (blue solid 

plot), the bandgap range of 817 MHz to 26.32 GHz is around the 25.50 GHz bandwidth, as shown in 

Figure 9, and the proposed structure minimizes wideband noise by a -30 dB isolation level. It is 

observed that, without an EBG reference plane (red color dotted plot) showing a wide stopband in 

simulation, it only gives a bandgap at lower frequencies and fails to get wide bandgap at higher 

values. Moreover, planar structure (green dashed plot) shows a 13.56 GHz to 30 GHz bandgap at 

higher frequencies but it fails to achieve good stopband range at lower frequencies. It is 

demonstrated that the proposed structure gives a wide band mitigation of SSN about 25.50 GHz 

bandwidth. 

 

Figure 9. Transmission coefficient (S21) comparison between the reference (without 

EBG) plane, 2D planar design and the proposed bandwidth enhanced multilayer EBG 

design. 
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In order to see how well the planned structure suppresses SSN, the design is essential to look at 

its signal propagation capabilities [28]. Impact of noise on system performance is depicted in an eye 

diagram. Signal quality in high-speed designs is visually represented by an eye diagram. MATLAB 

software [29] is used in this work to model eye diagrams. An eye diagram is used to conduct a signal 

integrity analysis of the solid board, planar board and proposed multilayer EBG structure. For the 

procedure for the eye diagram plotting, a touchstone file is imported from the simulator software 

HFSS. The number of poles is utilized to calculate the transfer function and rotational function for 

imported data. The spinning object frequency response has been compared to the original data. 

Finally, the rotational function that applies to the object to a randomly selected 100 Mbps pulse was 

plotted on an eye diagram using all measurements like time, amplitude and jitter. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 10. (a) Without EBG multilayer structure (only layer representation). (b) Eye 

diagram of without EBG multilayer plane. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 11. (a) Planar EBG structure. (b) Eye diagram of planar EBG plane. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 12. (a) Proposed EBG multilayer structure. (b) Eye diagram of proposed EBG 

multilayer plane. 

Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the structure and eye diagram of a reference board, 

planar board and proposed multilayer board respectively. Characteristics of the eye diagrams are 

obtained in terms of two parameters like time, amplitude. The crucial part for evaluating the quality 

of an eye pattern is maximum eye opening (MEO), which exhibits noise voltage, and maximum eye 

width (MEW), which exhibits temporal jitter. The MEO and MEW values for the suggested structure 

are 1.94 V and 19.61 ns, respectively, as seen in Figure 12b, while the values for the reference plane 

are 1.03 V and 5.73 ns and for the planar plane are 1.44 V and 9.09 ns, as shown in Figure 10b and 

Figure 11b. With the suggested structure for MEO, MEW has a concerning high signal to noise ratio 

(SNR) of 26.99 with comparison without an EBG board. Comparison Table 1 provides improved 

results for the suggested design. 

Table 1. Eye diagram measurement for comparison. 

Eye Measurement and Parameters Reference structure 2-D planar structure Proposed 

Multilayer EBG 

In terms of amplitude -Eye Height 1.03 V 1.44 V 1.94 V 

In terms of amplitude -Vertical Opening 1.03 V 1.44 V 1.94 V 

In terms of amplitude-SNR 3.84 6.09 26.99 

In terms of time-Eye Width 4.53 ns 8.31 ns 19.61 ns 

In terms of time-Horizontal Opening 5.73 ns 9.09 ns 19.61 ns 

4.2. Power integrity of the suggested structure 

Any hardware design effectiveness can be examined using reflection coefficient and the input 

impedance parameter. The Z parameter self-impedance (Z11) is used to assess low impedance. The 

target impedance ought to be lower than a particular impedance for a system to maintain power 

integrity [25,28,30]. It is necessary to maintain a system impedance below the desired impedance 

because of resonance modes brought on by cavity effects in the signal plane. In the MHz range, 

decoupling capacitors are utilized, but at higher frequencies, they are unable to maintain adequate 
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power integrity. In order to control impedance over a greater frequency range by reducing cavity 

modes, EBG structures are used at higher frequencies. Figure 13 show the input impedance of the 

solid plane, 2-D planar plane and proposed multilayer structure to explore the effects of cavity mode 

damping in the proposed EBG design. It is discovered that more cavity modes are suppressed for a 

larger range of frequencies from lower value GHz to 30 GHz, in the proposed multilayer EBG plane 

compared to the solid plane and planar plane. The self-impedance is larger in the reference board and 

planar board because of signal bus resonance, but it is less in the suggested multilayer structure 

because of a reduction in power bus resonance due to the arrangement and via connections as shown 

in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13. Comparison of self-impedance of the solid plane, 2-D planar plane and 

proposed multilayer design. 

There is comparison of published results with the proposed structure. Table 2 compares the 

proposed multilayer structure to the results that have been published. In Ref. [1], 12.7 mm of unit 

cell with 19.35 GHz bandgap was employed. Ref. [31] has a 3.9 GHz bandgap and a 15 mm by 15 

mm of unit cell. Ref [32] provides 4.3 GHz bandwidth. With a 25.50 GHz bandwidth and a 13 mm X 

16 mm patch size, the proposed multilayer structure exhibits good bandwidth enhancement and noise 

suppression between 817 GHz and 26.32 GHz. 

Table 2. A proposed bandwidth enhanced multilayer structure comparison with the 

published references. 

EBG Structure Suppression Depth = 

-30dB 

Suppression Depth = 

-30dB 

Suppression Depth = 

-30dB 

Ref. and Patch size in mm Lower frequency in 

GHz 

Higher frequency in GHz Bandwidth in GHz 

Ref [1] 12.7 X 12.7 0.65 20 19.35 

Ref [31] 15 X 15 2.2 6.1 3.9 

Ref [32] 15 X 15 2.1 6.4 4.3 

Proposed structure 13 X 16 0.817 26.32 25.50 
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5. Conclusions 

This research suggests a proposed multilayer structure to reduce simultaneous switching noise 

(SSN). It offers adequate wide band SSN suppression from 817 MHz to 26.32 GHz and a 

suppression bandwidth of 25.50 GHz with the special design technique. Compared to reference plane 

and two-dimensional planar plane, the proposed design minimizes SSN effectively for the wide 

range of frequencies, also compared with published research. 

The proposed structure is verified by dispersion analysis using eigenmode and transmission 

matrix method, which provides good agreement of specified bandgap. The simulation findings 

demonstrate strong signal and power integrity. Analysis and HFSS simulations were used to design 

the suggested structure. The results show that specific branches have more inductance which increase 

system bandwidth. However, by adding EBG structure onto multilayer PCB, signal integrity issues 

can be reduced. 
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